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A small, niggling, editorial comment on this interesting article from Space.Com
While scientists have determined that up to 27% of the matter in the universe could be dark 
matter, our understanding of what the mysterious substance might be is still lacking, as no 
one has ever directly observed it. 

The 27% proportion is that of all "stuff" in the universe which, by best fits to the current  
ΛCDM  cosmological model, comprises baryonic or ordinary matter (5%), dark energy (68%) 
and dark matter (27%).  As baryonic and dark matter are both matter in the sense that they 
seem to have inertial/gravitational mass, dark matter should be seen as 84% of matter and as
27% of "stuff".  

We should await further developments in cosmology.  I would like dark energy to go away.  It 
is inferred from experiments that seem to show that the expansion of the universe is 
accelerating.  The ΛCDM  cosmological model is now being challenged and I don't know what
dark-energy model patch is included in the contesting models.

Did this newfound particle form the universe's dark matter?

By Chelsea Gohd 2 days ago 

Say hello to the d-star hexaquark.
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A ghostly ring of dark matter floating in the galaxy cluster ZwCl0024+1652, one of the strongest pieces
of evidence to date for the existence of dark matter. Astronomers think the dark-matter ring was 
produced from a collision between two gigantic clusters.
(Image: © ESA/Hubble)
Researchers think that a newly identified subatomic particle may have formed the universe's dark 
matter right after the Big Bang, approximately 13.8 billion years ago. 

While scientists have determined that up to 27% of the matter in the universe could be dark matter, our 
understanding of what the mysterious substance might be is still lacking, as no one has ever directly 
observed it. 

Now, in a new study, nuclear physicists have suggested that dark matter could be made from a newly 
identified particle: the d-star hexaquark.

Related: The 11 Biggest unanswered questions about dark matter

Click here for more Space.com videos...
CLOSE 

What's a hexaquark?
Matter can be broken down into molecules, which can be broken down further into atoms and even 
further into the subatomic particles protons and neutrons. Then, when you break those down, you get 
quarks. So, everything we've ever seen, touched or tasted has ultimately been made up of quarks.

While neutrons and protons are each made up of three quarks, hexaquarks are made up of six. Their 
existence was predicted for decades, and in 2014, researchers were able to confirm the existence of 
hexaquarks. 

Though these exotic particles are made up of more quarks than protons are, hexaquarks are actually 
much smaller than the more familiar particles. Hexaquarks also decay much faster than other subatomic
particles. Hexaquarks are also a type of boson particle, meaning that multiple d-star hexaquarks can 
combine in ways different from how protons and neutrons combine. 

So, how can these teeny, tiny hexaquarks be the key to understanding dark matter?
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As Mikhail, Bashkanov, a researcher from the department of physics at the University of York in the 
United Kingdom, told Space.com, hexaquarks could have condensed into dark matter in the strange 
conditions directly after the Big Bang. 

Hexaquarks, condensed
Immediately following that event, the universe was a cooling sea of subatomic particles, "a big pot of 
soup with quarks," Bashkanov said. 

Bashkanov and co-author, University of York professor Daniel Watts, said in this new study that, during
this super early period of the universe, d-star hexaquarks could have cooled and expanded into what is 
known as a Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC). 

A BEC is an exotic, fifth state of matter that forms when a cloud of atoms or subatomic particles cools 
to temperatures approaching absolute zero, or 0 Kelvin (minus 459.67 degrees Fahrenheit, or minus 
273.15 degrees Celsius). At these extreme temperatures, the particles (or atoms) clump together into a 
single entity that can be described by a wave function. In other words, the particles coalesce and 
behave like a single particle (or atom). 

While hexaquarks decay quickly in a lab, Bashkanov explained that they are much more stable and 
long-lasting within a neutron star and, the researchers think, possibly also in a BEC. 

Click here for more Space.com videos...
So, as Bashkanov explained, the scientists think that, shortly after the universe began with the Big 
Bang, hexaquarks could have condensed into a BEC — and that unique BEC could be dark matter.

"Our first calculations indicate that condensates of d-stars are a feasible new candidate for dark matter, 
and this new possibility seems worthy of further, more detailed investigation," Watts said in a 
statement. "The result is particularly exciting since it doesn't require any concepts that are new to 
physics."

This early work hasn't solved the dark matter question for good. But Watts and Bashkanov plan to 
continue studying hexaquarks to better understand the strange particles and further explore whether 
they really could be good candidates for dark matter. 

As Bashkanov explained, the researchers going forward will perform experiments to study the 
properties of hexaquarks, like their size and how they interact with both other hexaquarks and normal, 
or nuclear matter (protons and neutrons inside a nucleus). While the researchers said (as they explored 
in this paper) that hexaquarks could condense into a BEC, they hope to show that this is true through 
further study and experimentation. 

This work was published Feb. 12 in the Journal of Physics G Letters.

Editor's Note: A correction was made to show that the universe is likely made up of 27 percent dark 
matter and that hexaquarks are bosons. 

• It's Official: Vera Rubin Observatory Named to Honor Dark Matter Scientist
• Hubble Captures Spiral Galaxy with 'Barrier' of Dust (Photo)
• The 15 Weirdest Galaxies in Our Universe

Follow Chelsea Gohd on Twitter @chelsea_gohd. Follow us on Twitter @Spacedotcom and on 
Facebook.
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